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ABSTRACT

With the mentoring model, a mentee can learn technical skills under the supervision of more experienced peers who demonstrate their knowledge through several communication modalities. Supporting the mentoring model within shared immersive training simulators holds promise in enhancing mentor-mentee interactions and learning outcomes in a safe environment. However, efficient communication within these spaces remains an open issue. This work presents a user study that explores the combination of communication modalities (verbal-visual, verbal-haptic, visual-haptic, and verbal-visual-haptic) to convey instructions to learners on the amplitude of movements to perform during a tool-handling task in an immersive environment. The study aims to examine the impact of the four modality combinations on performance (speed and accuracy of movement replication), mental workload, and participants’ user experience. The results show that participants achieved higher accuracy with the visual-haptic and verbal-visual-haptic conditions. Moreover, they performed the movements faster, and their movement trajectories were closer to the reference trajectories in the visual-haptic condition. Finally, the most preferred verbal-visual-haptic combination enhanced the users’ sense of presence, co-presence, social presence, and learning experience. No impact on the mental workload was observed. These results suggest that combining haptic and visual modalities is the best suited for enhancing learners’ performance. Adding the verbal modality can also improve the user experience in the immersive learning environment. These findings contribute to improving the design of immersive collaborative systems and pave the way for exploring novel avenues of research into the efficacy of multimodal communication for enhancing the mentoring-based acquisition of technical skills in VR. These tools hold promise for diverse applications, including medical simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION

New simulation methods, such as virtual reality (VR), have recently shown their efficacy in teaching technical skills, particularly in medicine [7, 58]. Nevertheless, most existing simulators only allow autonomous learning with the trainees practicing the skills independently. This eliminates teachers’ guidance and feedback, which has been shown to be necessary during the early stages of technical skills acquisition [1, 31, 46]. Several studies suggest that instructors play a crucial role in aiding learners in developing and sustainably improving their technical skills while reducing cognitive load [1, 5, 37]. To convey instructions or provide feedback to the learners, the instructors employ a variety of communication modalities, including verbal and non-verbal cues [15, 53]. However, allowing the instructor to communicate efficiently with a learner in an immersive virtual environment remains a challenge. This work explores the combination of communication modalities (verbal-visual, verbal-haptic, visual-haptic, and verbal-visual-haptic) to convey instructions to learners on the amplitude of movements to perform during a tool-handling task in an immersive environment. The study aims to examine the impact of the four modality combinations on performance (speed and accuracy of movement replication), mental workload, and participants’ user experience. The results show that participants achieved higher accuracy with the visual-haptic and verbal-visual-haptic conditions. Moreover, they performed the movements faster, and their movement trajectories were closer to the reference trajectories in the visual-haptic condition. Finally, the most preferred verbal-visual-haptic combination enhanced the users’ sense of presence, co-presence, social presence, and learning experience. No impact on the mental workload was observed. These results suggest that combining haptic and visual modalities is the best suited for enhancing learners’ performance. Adding the verbal modality can also improve the user experience in the immersive learning environment. These findings contribute to improving the design of immersive collaborative systems and pave the way for exploring novel avenues of research into the efficacy of multimodal communication for enhancing the mentoring-based acquisition of technical skills in VR. These tools hold promise for diverse applications, including medical simulation.
environment remains an open issue.

This article explores the design of collaborative learning interactions and interfaces. These tools are intended to enable instructors to showcase their skills and guide learners in an immersive setting to enhance the technical skills transfer in a safe and controlled environment. To design such systems and suitable interaction techniques, it is essential to understand how experts transmit technical skills to learners and the impact of interaction modalities on this process.

This work is centered on training instrument-handling tasks in a collaborative virtual environment (CVE). Specifically, we investigate how a teacher can effectively assist learners in achieving the correct amplitude of tool movements using multimodal instructions (Fig. 1). Previous studies have explored the impact of different instructor-learner interactions using single communication modalities (verbal, visual, and haptic) on the learner’s performance and learning experience [49], showing that each single modality has its strengths and limitations. This work builds on this previous research and aims to investigate the impact of combining communication modalities on performance and user experience. Our central hypothesis is that multimodal communication would improve the learner’s performance and learning experience when receiving instructions in the CVE. The main research question is determining which combination of modalities best suits this context.

The principal contributions of this study are to provide insights into the roles played by each combination of modalities in the instructor-learner communication process and to extract guidelines for designing immersive learning environments that support multimodal interactions.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 The mentoring model and communication modalities

In the medical field, mentoring is a recognized model that combines theoretical lessons, observations, and practice under peer supervision, often involving skill transmission through demonstration [13, 22, 52]. This model fosters collaboration and interactions between instructors and learners. To learn motor skills, novices often begin with the observation step, in which the instructor demonstrates each part of the procedure. Goffman defines demonstration as the “performance of a task-like activity out of its usual functional context to allow someone who is not the performer to obtain a close picture of the doing activity” [20]. The demonstration is considered an effective learning method for a new complex motor skill [14]. To demonstrate the skill, the instructor will use instructions or feedback as a means of interaction. It is important here to distinguish between instructions, which are defined as guidelines provided by an expert whose aim is to help the learner integrate the necessary skills before performing the skill, and the concept of (augmented) feedback, which is defined as the information provided to learners to guide and correct their actions while or after they perform the skill [5, 24]. The literature often confuses these two concepts because both involve learner-expert interactions. However, as they occur at different stages of task completion, their impact on learning may differ. Our study will focus only on instructions.

To provide instructions, the teacher will use a variety of communication modalities: verbal, visual, and haptic [18, 38]. The verbal modality offers explicit information on task requirements, movement goals, and execution strategies and boosts motivation, self-efficacy, and engagement. However, verbal instructions may fall short due to motor skills involving elusive elements like movement dynamics and haptic sensations, making them challenging to articulate verbally [42, 47]. Conversely, the visual modality, involving imitation following physical demonstrations, is widely used in sports and medicine, empowering better communication of expertise during action execution [16, 47]. Yet, visual demonstrations lack internal process details, such as muscle activation patterns, joints, angles, or forces. Haptic communication involves physically guiding learners to perform the movement. However, its effectiveness varies based on individual perception, sensitivity, and adaptation, potentially impacting interpretation and performance [8, 9].

To summarize, mentoring is an effective model for teaching technical skills and enhancing the learning experience. The model is based on a “one-to-one” interaction and employs various communication modalities, enabling the teacher to offer personalized instructions and feedback to the learner. Consequently, when designing systems for teacher-learner interactions, it is crucial to account for each modality’s specific characteristics. This study examines the interaction between instructors and learners in VR when teachers use the demonstration process to provide instructions. Our aim is to provide design recommendations by analyzing how the combination of communication modalities contributes to the mentoring process.

2.2 Interaction modalities in Collaborative Virtual Environments

CVEs are 3D spaces that enable multiple users to interact and work together even if they are at a distance [11]. These environments allow users to collaborate synchronously or asynchronously [11], to interact with virtual objects or artifacts [26], or to share knowledge and skills [19]. They can offer virtual platforms that foster participation collaboration for meetings, learning, or other group activities. They also provide the possibility of integrating several communication modalities. These environments are thus an appropriate means of facilitating instructor-learner interactions in an immersive setup. However, despite the promising advantages of CVE for supporting instructor-learner interactions, it is crucial to consider their current characteristics when designing VR learning systems. Indeed, they still have limitations, particularly regarding communication between users [12]. For example, it is sometimes difficult to faithfully reproduce partners’ facial expressions, body movements, or gaze direction, which can hinder communication and collaborative interaction. In addition, partners do not necessarily share the same point of view and, therefore, are not necessarily aware of the ongoing activities of other participants [10]. These limitations can hinder the transmission of skills in the context of teaching interactions and must, therefore, be considered when designing related systems.

Lately, there has been a growing emphasis on the design of interactions and communication modes and their integration within CVE. Indeed, studies have shown that combining modalities can improve communication and collaboration in CVE [27, 34]. For example, verbal and visual modalities combined increase communication [56] and collaboration [21]. Other studies show that combined visual and haptic modalities can enhance performance [6, 53] and increase the feeling of presence [45]. Moreover, completing a collaborative task was faster with the combination of verbal and visual modalities and verbal and haptic modalities than with the combination of visual and haptic modalities [33]. In addition, combining the three modalities (haptic, verbal, and visual) leads to a better performance in collaborative tasks than using one modality or a combination of two modalities [28, 33].

The previous review indicates that multimodal interactions can enhance communication and collaboration in CVE. Nevertheless, the number of studies in this area of research is limited, particularly regarding the impact of combining communication modalities on the learning of technical skills [47].

2.3 Technologies to support mentor-mentee interactions

The use of CVEs and XR technologies for mentoring and facilitating the learning of new skills is gaining increasing attention as studies emphasize the need for interaction between mentors and mentees in CVEs to achieve favorable learning outcomes [3, 37, 48]. From this perspective, a study examined the influence of instructor feedback inside a laparoscopic VR simulator training [51]. In this study, participants received verbal and visual feedback from the instructor.
The findings indicate that participants who received feedback from an instructor during their training achieved proficiency in the task more quickly than those who did not receive feedback. Another study aimed to investigate whether verbal feedback provided by an expert is more efficient than self-generated feedback in assessing the effectiveness of movements when learning new surgical skills. The results show that verbal feedback from an expert led to lasting improvements in technical skill performance [40]. Another work investigated the effects of different feedback sources on acquiring and retaining a complex medical skill. The results show that experts' presence helped reduce cognitive load during practice [5]. In another study, the haptic modality was combined with visual and verbal modalities to instruct mentees in performing a biopsy procedure [9]. The findings indicate that incorporating haptic feedback led to enhanced performance among trainees compared to conditions involving only visual and verbal instructions. Similarly, Lu et al. [29] study shows that combining haptic and visual feedback improves task performance compared to visual feedback alone. These results indicate that when the benefits of each modality are effectively utilized, multimodal teacher-learner interactions promote the acquisition of complex tasks. Another study investigated the effects of different instruction modalities (visual, haptic, and verbal) on teaching tool manipulation skills [49]. The results showed that task completion times were significantly faster with haptic instructions, but the learners were more accurate with the visual instructions. In addition, the verbal modality increased the sense of copresence with the teacher [49].

The previous studies suggest that each modality has strengths and limitations and that multimodal communication improves collaboration and user experience in CVEs. However, incorporating VR and multimodal approaches to teaching and learning [39], particularly for developing technical skills, remains an area to be explored [30, 39, 47].

In summary, studies and theories on multimodal interactions indicate that combining multiple modes of communication can promote collaboration and the acquisition of motor skills. However, using these modalities depends on the skills to be taught [9] and the availability of these modalities [44]. Therefore, further investigation is required to comprehensively understand how each modality influences the acquisition of technical skills. While CVEs hold promise in enhancing teacher-learner interactions and mentoring approaches, it is crucial to meticulously assess their characteristics to prevent communication breakdowns and learning challenges. The presented work aims to contribute to this discussion by providing insights into utilizing a combination of modalities (visual-verbal, verbal-haptic, haptic-visual, and visual-verbal-haptic) within CVEs to instruct learners in effectively manipulating tools with the appropriate movement amplitude.

3 USER STUDY

3.1 Study objectives and hypotheses

Our study investigates the impact of multimodal communication between an instructor and a learner in a CVE. We assess the impact of different modality combinations for instruction delivery during a manipulation task on the learners' performance and user experience. The used modalities include verbal, visual, and haptic modalities, leading to four different bimodal and three-modal combinations: verbal-visual, verbal-haptic, visual-haptic, and verbal-visual-haptic. The task involves replicating a tool movement conveyed by an instructor using one of these combinations. The differences between modalities are assessed by their impact on the participants' performance (speed and accuracy), workload, and subjective experience.

Our general hypothesis is that the four communication conditions will affect participants' performance, cognitive load, and subjective learning experience differently. More particularly, we expect that:

- **H1.** As suggested by previous studies [9, 29, 49], Conditions combining the haptic and visual modalities (i.e., visual-haptic and verbal-visual-haptic conditions) would improve the learners' performance compared to conditions where only one of them is combined with the verbal modality (i.e., verbal-visual and verbal-haptic conditions).

- **H2.** As suggested by previous research [47], the mental workload would decrease when instructions are provided in a multimodal way. Therefore, it is expected that the three-modal condition would decrease the perceived workload compared to the bimodal conditions.

- **H3.** Previous studies indicate that verbal communication is important to increase the sense of copresence and social presence [49]. Therefore, it is expected that conditions including the verbal modality would increase the user experience as measured using presence, social presence, copresence, and learning experience questionnaires.

3.2 Participants

A total of 32 participants took part in this study, including 6 females and 26 males, recruited among students, university staff, and external participants. No specific expertise criteria or prior experience with VR simulators were required. The participants' average age was 25.5 years (min = 20, max = 47), and all were right-handed. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, with 13 wearing corrective glasses during the experiment. Twenty-six of them had previous experience with VR headsets, including six regular users (using them once a week). Half of the participants used haptic devices in previous demonstrations or studies. The Research Ethics Committee (CER) of Université Paris-Saclay validated the experimental protocol. The study complied with the requisite ethical standards; all participants provided informed written consent before participating.

3.3 Experimental task

We defined a specific task to examine how the four communication modes impact the learners' ability to reproduce desired movements. This task consists of reproducing a tool manipulation by a learner following handling movement demonstrations by an instructor. It replicates pick and place tasks regularly used for training motor skills in VR [4, 43, 49]. To simplify the task, our focus was solely on the direction and amplitude of 2D movements. This simplification was necessary to limit bias related to a complex task whose instructions would have been challenging to provide using the three modalities. Consequently, the task involved moving a 3D sphere from its initial position to a final position along a single axis (either the X or Y axis). The experiment was structured into two distinct phases:

1. **Instruction Phase:** During this phase, the instructor's role was to provide guidance on the direction and amplitude of the movement to the participant. This was done under one of the four communication conditions. Participants were informed that the instructions were being delivered in real-time by a remote instructor located in another room, although, in reality, the instructions were pre-recorded. This approach helped control potential biases arising from differences in instructions received by each participant [49]. The choice to conceal the absence of the real instructor is justified by previous research indicating that the extent to which a virtual entity is perceived as being controlled by an actual person rather than by a computer (perceived agency) influences user experience and social presence in a VE [17, 36].

2. **Manipulation Phase:** In this phase, participants were tasked with independently replicating the demonstrated movements as quickly and as accurately as possible.
3.4 Apparatus and virtual environment

3.4.1 Physical Setup

The equipment (Fig. 3) includes a Vive Pro HMD to visualize the immersive VE. It has a resolution of 2880 × 1600 pixels in total, with a refresh rate of 90 Hz and a field of view of 110 degrees. Additionally, a Geomagic Touch haptic device, with a workspace of 160 mm x 120 mm x 70 mm, was utilized to manipulate the virtual objects and to receive the haptic instructions. The terminal component of this interface is a stylus featuring a button that participants press to grasp and release the virtual sphere. One Vive 3.0 tracker (attached to the table) was also used to calibrate the system and ensure the correct matching between the physical and virtual worlds. Indeed, the user’s viewpoint and the positions of the haptic device and the table were tracked using the Vive’s Lighthouse system.

3.4.2 Virtual Setup

The VE was created using Unity 3D with C# (version 2020.3.15f2) and the SteamVR plugin (version 1.17.3). The VE (Fig. 2) displays two perpendicular planes, measuring 44 cm x 15 cm, colored in yellow (horizontal) and red (vertical), respectively. During the instruction phase, these two planes were displayed for all communication conditions except the verbal-haptic condition (where a neutral grey screen was displayed). The environment also included a virtual tool, a 3D blue sphere, and a representation of the instructor’s hand (Fig. 2-(B)). During the manipulation phase, the VE also included a blue sphere to be moved, a tool controlled by the participant via the haptic arm, and a virtual representation of their hand (Fig. 2-(D)). To enhance the perception of distance in the immersive environment, the virtual hand was attached to the tool and positioned to align with the participant’s real hand; however, it was not animated. In addition, a wooden board colored yellow, with the same size as the virtual yellow horizontal plane, was placed on the table in front of the participants (Fig. 3). The virtual tool matched the color, size, and shape of the haptic arm’s stylus and was positioned to align with it. Furthermore, the haptic device was placed so that when the participant touched the virtual plane with the tip of the virtual tool, they felt the collision between the wooden board and the haptic arm’s stylus. Therefore, a calibration step was always required before the start of each experiment.

3.4.3 Virtual scenes and interactions

A series of virtual scenes were presented to the participants according to the experimental phase. The initial scene (Fig. 2-(A)) displayed a message explaining how instructions would be given to participants using the current communication condition. The scene also included a single 3D capsule. Participants had to put the 3D pointer inside this capsule using the haptic arm and press the device’s button to start the instruction phase. In the instruction scene (Fig. 2-(B)), only the two-colored planes were displayed (except for the verbal-haptic condition), along with a timing message to alert participants that instructions would be provided shortly. After each instruction, a transition scene (Fig. 2-(C)) with two 3D capsules was displayed, prompting participants to repeat the instruction or proceed to the manipulation phase. In the manipulation scene (Fig. 2-(D)), participants had to use the haptic arm to grasp the sphere (by pressing the stylus button) and move it according to the received instruction to the desired position. They had to press the stylus button again to release the sphere, indicating the end of the trial. A new scene then allowed them to move on to the subsequent trial. At the end of all trials in a condition, a transition scene appeared, instructing them to remove the headset to respond to the questionnaires.

3.5 Experimental design and conditions

The experiment followed a within-subjects design involving a single factor (the combination of communication modalities) with four conditions: verbal-visual, verbal-haptic, visual-haptic, and verbal-visual-haptic. The presentation order of conditions to participants was counterbalanced using a Latin square to mitigate potential learning effects. Each participant performed 14 trials for each condition, with movements on both the X and Y axes (left/right; up/down). To ensure that movements remained within the haptic arm’s workspace limits, movement amplitudes varied between 4 and 8 cm and were randomly selected for each trial while being balanced across conditions. This resulted in a total of 1792 recorded trials (14 trials x 4 conditions x 32 participants). Three forms of instruction were used:

- **Verbal Instructions**: Instructions describing the movement’s amplitude and direction were told verbally to participants. For example, the instruction for a movement of amplitude 8 cm to the left was: “Please move the sphere eight centimeters to the left”. All the instructions were prerecorded on audio clips using the experimenter’s voice and displayed on the headphones of the HMD.
• **Visual Instructions**: Instructions were conveyed through a 3D animation in the immersive environment representing the instructor’s hand manipulating the tool. Following a Bezier curve, the virtual hand moved to grasp the sphere and place it in a varying final position for each trial.

• **Haptic Instructions**: Instructions were conveyed through the haptic arm grasped by the participants. The haptic arm moved from the starting to the final position, following the same curves as the visual condition, mimicking the instructor’s task execution using the haptic device.

These three communication forms were then combined to build the four experimental conditions where the instructions were played simultaneously, conveying the same direction and amplitude:

- Condition 1: Verbal-Visual,
- Condition 2: Verbal-Haptic,
- Condition 3: Visual-Haptic,
- Condition 4: Verbal-Visual-Haptic.

It is to be noted that during the haptic and visual instructions, the 3D sphere and the haptic stylus’s position were placed in different starting positions during the instruction and manipulation phases to prevent memorization of final positions. This way, participants were encouraged to memorize the movement’s amplitude and direction rather than the sphere’s or stylus’s final position.

### 3.6 Experimental Procedure

The average experiment duration was 75 minutes per participant. Fig. 4 details the experimental procedure. The first step was introducing the study’s objective to the participants and the equipment they would use. Next, they were asked to read and sign a consent form to participate in the study. Before entering the experimental room, they met the "false" instructor sitting in an adjacent room (Fig. 1) and were told he would give them the instructions remotely. Then, when arriving at the experimental room, they were given an instruction sheet detailing how the prototype functions, the actions to be performed, and what was expected of them. The subsequent step was to complete a demographic questionnaire, after which participants were asked to put on the immersive headset, to begin with the first condition. Once the 14 trials of the condition were completed, participants were instructed to remove the headset to respond to the NASA-TLX questionnaire and the questionnaires evaluating their sense of presence, social presence, co-presence, and learning experience during the previous condition. Once this step was completed, they were required to put on the headset again to start the trials of the following condition and repeat the same cycle described earlier. After completing the trials and answering all questionnaires for all conditions, they were asked to respond to a questionnaire comparing the four conditions based on various criteria.

### 3.7 Measurements and data analyses

Both objective and subjective measurements were used in this experiment. The objective measurements assessed the participants’ ability to replicate the requested movement and included three metrics: the average manipulation time for all trials, the mean distance estimation error, and the quality of tool trajectory. The manipulation time calculation for each trial started when the participants picked up the sphere and ended when they placed it in the final position. Lower values indicate better performance. The distance estimation error is calculated as the average Euclidean distance, in centimeters, between the final position of the sphere’s center and the desired position (based on the instructed amplitude) for all trials. Lower values indicate better performance. Finally, we assessed the participants’ tool trajectories. In our study, we employed Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [57] to assess the similarity between the trajectories demonstrated by the instructor and those performed by the participants. DTW is an algorithm designed to identify the optimal alignment between two trajectories. It proves to be more successful in finding trajectories’ similarity than conventional methods such as measuring point-to-point Euclidean distance. The lower the DTW distance, the more similar the two trajectories are. We thus computed the DTW distance (using Python and the DTADistance 1 module) between participant trajectory and their respective reference trajectory for every participant and every trial for each condition. We then compared the mean distances of each condition.

The subjective measurements consisted of participants’ responses to various questionnaires. These included a seven-point Likert scale questionnaire assessing the sense of presence, social presence, co-presence, and the participants’ learning experience (Table 1). The questions were extracted from questionnaires used in peer-reviewed international publications and adapted for our study. The sense of presence was measured using five questions (Q1-Q5) from the questionnaire of Nowak and Biocca [35]. The sense of social presence was measured using two questions (Q6-Q7) also from the questionnaire of Nowak and Biocca [35]. The sense of copresence was measured using eight questions. Three of them (Q8-Q10) were extracted from the questionnaire of Nowak and Biocca [35], and five (Q11-Q15) from the questionnaire of Basogan et al. [2]. Finally, the learning experience was measured using one question from the questionnaire of Simon et al. [49]. The NASA-TLX [23] assessed the participants’ mental workload while performing the task. Finally, the participants responded to a comparison questionnaire requiring them to rank the combination of modalities according to the same eleven classification criteria used in the study of Simon et al. [49], from the most preferred to the least preferred.

The SPSS software (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA) was used for data analyses, employing the relevant statistical tests. Our analyses were performed with a confidence level of 95%, and in cases where corrections were applied, we have reported the adjusted p-values.

### 4 RESULTS

#### 4.1 Objective measurements

For each participant, we averaged each measure per condition, leading to 128 (4 conditions, 32 participants) values per measure.

#### 4.1.1 Normality tests

The Shapiro-Wilk tests were used to check the normal distribution of data. The results indicate that all the distance estimation errors and the completion times data were normally distributed. In contrast, only the DTW distance data for Visual-Haptic and Verbal-Visual-Haptic conditions were normally distributed.

#### 4.1.2 Distance estimation error

Following the normality test results, a one-way repeated measure ANOVA was used to test the effect of modality combination on the mean distance estimation errors. The results (sphericity assumed, \( p = .21 \)) show a significant main effect of modality combination on distance estimation errors (\( F(3,93) = 10.56, p < .001 \), partial \( \eta^2 = .25 \); Fig. 5). The post-hoc pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction show that the mean distance estimation errors were significantly lower in the Visual-Haptic condition compared to the Verbal-Visual (\( p = .001 \)) and Verbal-Haptic (\( p = .006 \)) conditions. The mean distance estimation errors were also significantly lower in the Visual-Haptic condition compared to the Verbal-Visual (\( p = .008 \)) and Verbal-Haptic (\( p = .002 \)) conditions. No other significant differences are observed.

1https://pypi.org/project/dtaidistance/
4.1.3 Manipulation times
Following the data normality test results, a one-way repeated measure ANOVA was used to test the effect of the modality combination on the mean completion times. The results (sphericity assumed, $p = .21$) show a significant main effect of the modality-combination on the mean completion times ($F_{(3, 93)} = 3.50, p < .019$, partial $\eta^2 = .10$; Fig. 6). The post-hoc pairwise comparisons with Bonferroni correction show that the mean completion times were significantly lower in the Visual-Haptic condition than the Verbal-Haptic condition ($p = .017$). No other significant differences are observed.

4.1.4 Trajectories
Following the normality test results, a Friedman non-parametric test was used to test for the effect of the modality combination. The results show a main effect of the modality combination on the mean DWT distances between the participants’ trajectories and the instructor’s trajectories ($\chi^2 = 7.91, p = .04$; Fig. 7). The pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank tests with Bonferroni correction show that the participants’ trajectories were significantly closer to the instructor’s trajectories in the Visual-Haptic condition than in the Verbal-Visual ($p = .02$) and in the Verbal-Haptic ($p = .01$) conditions. No other significant differences were observed.

4.2 Subjective measurements
4.2.1 Perceived workload
The Friedman test indicates no significant main effect of the modality combination on the raw NASA-TLX scores ($\chi^2 = 3.94, p = .26$; Fig. 8). The test also shows no significant main effect of the modality combination on any of the sub-scales of the NASA-TLX (mental demands, physical demands, temporal demand, own performance, effort, and frustration).

4.2.2 Subjective questionnaire
For the subjective questionnaire, each dimension was investigated separately by calculating the mean score of the related questions. Then, Friedman tests were used to study the main effect of modality combinations on these mean scores. The results of the Friedman tests are reported in Table 2, and data are shown in Fig. 9.
The participants’ sense of presence was significantly higher in the Verbal-Visual-Haptic condition than in the Verbal-Haptic (p = .01). The mean score was also higher than that of the Verbal-Visual (p = .07) and the Visual-Haptic (p = .07) conditions, but the effect was marginal. No other significant differences were found.

The participants’ sense of social presence was significantly higher in the Verbal-Visual-Haptic condition than in the Verbal-Visual condition (p = .03). None of the other significant differences were found.

The participants’ sense of copresence was significantly higher in the Verbal-Visual-Haptic condition than in the Visual-Haptic (p = .01). The mean score was also higher in the Verbal-Visual-Haptic condition than in the Visual-Haptic (p = .06) condition, but the effect was marginal. No other significant differences were found.

Finally, the participants felt that they had a better learning experience in the Verbal-Visual-Haptic condition than in the Verbal-Visual condition (p = .04). No other significant differences were found.

4.2.3 Subjective comparison

For the subjective comparison, each dimension was investigated separately by comparing the ranking of each condition to the others. The Friedman tests were used to assess the effect of modality combinations on these rankings for each dimension. The results of these tests are reported in Table 3 and data shown in Fig. 10.

The significant pairwise Wilcoxon signed-rank comparisons with Bonferroni correction for each dimension are reported hereafter.

The results show that participants ranked the Verbal-Visual-Haptic condition as the easiest to understand instructions (Q1), the most appropriate (Q2), the most accurate (Q3), and the most pleasant (Q4) to receive instructions as compared to the other conditions (p < .01). In addition, it was ranked as the easiest to memorize movements (Q6), the easiest to replicate the movement (Q7), the most educational (Q8), and the most engaging (Q9) communication form as compared to the other conditions (p < .01). Finally, it was ranked as the most efficient to receive instructions (Q10) and was ranked overall as the most preferred communication method (Q11) as compared to the other conditions (p < .01). On the other hand, it was ranked significantly less disturbing than the Visual-Haptic condition (p = .03) and marginally less disturbing than the Verbal-Haptic condition (p = .09). No other significant differences were observed.

5 Discussion

This research investigated how various combinations of modalities impact the communication of movement amplitude when instructing tool manipulation in CVE. This study gives numerous significant results.

5.1 Performance

The distance estimation error was the primary factor in evaluating the learner’s performance after receiving the instructions. The results show that the visual-haptic and the verbal-visual-haptic combinations are the most accurate in conveying movement amplitude, resulting in a substantial decrease in errors when estimating amplitude. In light of the findings from previous work [49], the visual modality is the most accurate for communicating movement amplitude. Following this, the haptic modality emerges as the next most accurate, with the verbal modality being the least accurate of the three. Thus, it is unsurprising that the visual-haptic combination was found to be the most efficient in the current study. Moreover, instructions transmitted with the haptic and visual modalities are similar. Indeed, they gave information about the form of the trajectory instead of a simple absolute distance (in the case of the verbal instructions). The “spatiotemporal rule” holds that stimuli presented in spatiotemporal proximity have a higher probability of being combined to form a perception of a physical event [32]. In our brain, the responses of multi-sensory neurons (neurons integrating data coming from different modalities) are increased in case of spatiotemporal congruence and decreased otherwise [54]. The visual and haptic instructions are more spatiotemporally related than they are to the verbal instructions. The spatiotemporal similarity between visual and haptic instructions provides another explanation for the improved accuracy achieved by their combination. The similar accuracy obtained with the combination of all three modalities suggests that the information received through the verbal modality was less utilized by the participants to replicate the trajectory than that received through the two other modalities. This also aligns with previous research indicating that incorporating haptic instructions led to enhanced performance among trainees compared to conditions involving only visual and verbal instructions [9].

On the other hand, when the verbal instructions were combined with only one other modality, the participants were less accurate.
Table 3: Friedman tests for the comparison questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Q#</th>
<th>Q1</th>
<th>Q2</th>
<th>Q3</th>
<th>Q4</th>
<th>Q5</th>
<th>Q6</th>
<th>Q7</th>
<th>Q8</th>
<th>Q9</th>
<th>Q10</th>
<th>Q11</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\chi^2$</td>
<td>28.27</td>
<td>33.45</td>
<td>25.42</td>
<td>12.67</td>
<td>30.93</td>
<td>32.39</td>
<td>32.39</td>
<td>33.82</td>
<td>27.37</td>
<td>29.06</td>
<td>24.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-values</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
<td>&lt; .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9: Mean scores for the questionnaire on presence, social presence, copresence, and learning experience ($^* = p < .05; ^*^* = p < .01$)

Figure 10: Preferred modality combination for each criterion (percentage of participants choosing the combination as the most preferred)

This suggests that the verbal instructions may interfere with information received from the other combined modality (visual or haptic), leading to a decreased accuracy performance.

The movement trajectories results further confirm this hypothesis. Indeed, the results showed that the participants’ tool trajectories were closer to the reference trajectories with the combination of visual-haptic modalities than with the other combinations. As mentioned previously, verbal instructions did not inform on tool trajectories. Therefore, when these instructions were provided (during three of the experimental conditions), participants seemed to have focused more on reaching the target and less on replicating the trajectories provided by the other modalities (visual or haptic). On the other hand, when verbal instructions were not provided (visual-haptic condition), the participants tried to replicate the movement trajectory and, at the same time, reach the target. This led to more optimized trajectories and more accurate movements, which were also executed faster. Indeed, the results revealed that participants replicated the movement faster with the visual-haptic combination. In previous research [49], instructions conveyed through the haptic modality resulted in a lower movement completion time. The visual instructions were also found to decrease the completion times compared to verbal instructions. In our experiment, all the conditions that included verbal instructions increased the completion times. Verbal instructions may be easier to memorize than visual and haptic instructions. Indeed, a given amplitude (numerical value) is less complex than a visual or haptic hand trajectory. Participants may have had to execute their actions quickly when the verbal instructions were absent (in the visual-haptic condition) while the information was still "fresh" in their memory.

These findings validate our hypothesis H1, suggesting that combining visual and haptic instructions leads to the best performance.

5.2 Subjective Measurements

The evaluation of the users’ experience involved three measurements. The first measurement focused on the participants’ perceived workload. The second measurement consisted of a subjective assessment of interactions with the instructor, including the sense of presence, copresence, social presence, and learning experience. Finally, the third measurement was used to compare the four conditions.

Regarding the NASA-TLX, previous research [47] has suggested that multimodal learning reduces cognitive load due to a distribution of information processing. The results of the NASA-TLX did not reveal any significant difference in scores across the modality combinations, suggesting that participants did not perceive any variations in mental workload. A recent meta-review including 556 studies found that the average score for the raw NASA-TLX was 42, while the average score in 72 VR-based studies (mainly education and healthcare applications) was 41 [25]. Based on unimodal instructions, the closest work to our current study [49] also reported similar values (a mean raw score of 42). The mean raw scores of the NASA-TLX in our study (32.94, 34.66, 33.88, 34.34, respectively for the Verbal-Visual, Verbal-Haptic, Visual-Haptic, and Verbal-Visual-Haptic conditions) are lower than these reported values. While conducting a systematic comparison between these values is impossible, our work may suggest that multimodal instructions lead to decreased workload. However, further studies are needed to compare the impact of unimodal and multimodal communication on cognitive workload.

The non-significant difference between the modality combina-
tions may be attributed to the simplicity of the given amplitude instructions (one direction and one amplitude), which did not require significant mental effort to be comprehended. Further investigations using more complex instructions will be necessary to better understand the potential impact of modality combinations on workload. Therefore, hypothesis H2 is rejected.

The results of the subjective questionnaire indicate that the participant experienced a higher sense of presence, copresence, and social presence and a better learning experience with the combination of the three modalities. This result is in line with previous research indicating that adding new modalities increases presence [45] and thus, the more modalities, the higher the presence of participants. Moreover, Slater et al. [50] explain that presence and copresence tend to co-vary, so when users experience a higher sense of presence, they also tend to experience a more heightened sense of copresence. In the work of Simon et al. [49], the verbal modality also increased the sense of copresence compared to the visual-only and the haptic-only modalities. However, our study differs from this previous work in that the instructor was located remotely. While the results show that the sense of copresence was the lowest in the visual-haptic combination (the only combination without the verbal modality), the difference was only significantly different with the three-modality combination (and marginal with the verbal-haptic combination). This does not permit us to confirm our hypothesis H3 that verbal instructions are essential in improving the user experience in CVE. However, it suggests that combining the three modalities is even better to improve the user experience and interactions with a remote instructor.

This is further confirmed by the results of the comparison questionnaire, indicating that participants preferred the three-modality combination. They perceived this combination as the most appropriate, pleasant, engaging, and educational. These findings align with the observation that utilizing all three modalities contributes to an enhanced learning experience. Furthermore, participants indicated that receiving instructions by combining all three modalities was associated with greater ease of comprehension and efficiency in instruction reception. Additionally, this combination was the most accurate. This is consistent with the objective measurements and also with the presence and social presence results. It is worth noting that while the visual-haptic condition led to better performance (better trajectories and faster completion times), it was less preferred than the three-modal combination and was found to be more disturbing. This suggests that adding verbal instructions is helpful to improve user experience as long as these instructions do not interfere with those coming from other modalities.

6 Conclusion
This study is part of a research project aimed at integrating the concept of mentoring to acquire technical skills within CVE. Mentoring is a model widely employed in different disciplines at the beginning of the learning process, providing learners with expert instructions and feedback. This study evaluated the effect of four communication modalities (verbal-visual, verbal-haptic, visual-haptic, and verbal-visual-haptic) on transferring spatial information to learners when handling tools. The findings indicate that the visual-haptic combination and verbal-visual-haptic combination were the most effective in reducing distance errors and increasing movement replication accuracy compared to the other combinations. The visual-haptic combination also allowed for faster instruction replication and a better movement trajectory. However, participants indicated that the visual-haptic combination was more complex for memorizing spatial instructions and more disturbing than the three-modal combination. In addition, the three-modal combination increased the participants’ sense of presence, social presence, copresence, and perceived quality of the learning experience. This combination was also perceived as the most suitable for learning and memorizing spatial information.

In general, the visual-haptic combination was the least preferred among participants.

These results give valuable insights for designing collaborative interactions to enhance the acquisition of tool manipulation skills inside a CVE. Indeed, they further confirm that each modality brings distinct advantages for improving the learning process and that employing a multimodal communication strategy is optimal. The visual-haptic combination is demonstrated to be the most appropriate to increase learners’ performance when receiving movement amplitude instructions. Adding verbal instructions can be helpful to improve the user experience and interactions with a remote instructor. However, such instructions may degrade the learners’ performance by interfering with information received through the other modalities. Therefore, we suggest adding verbal interactions to improve communication with the instructor while avoiding using them to provide specific instructions on tool movements. For instance, verbal interactions could be used to encourage the learners or give them feedback on their performance.

Future studies will investigate how combining modalities impacts learning outcomes and performance when dealing with more complex motor tasks in a CVE. In addition, employing more sophisticated shared immersive environments that closely replicate real-world scenarios can increase the complexity of tasks and improve the relevance of the study’s findings.

To conclude, our study aimed to acquire insights into communication between instructors and learners within immersive learning environments. Nevertheless, some limitations must be noted. First, our study did not investigate the influence of communication modalities on learning outcomes, highlighting the need for a longitudinal study encompassing pre-post and retention assessments. Our primary objective in this research was to gain a deeper comprehension of the strengths and weaknesses of each combination of communication modalities before embarking on such a comprehensive study. Given the present findings, our future works include conducting a longitudinal study to examine the effects of each combination of modalities on learning. Secondly, the study exclusively focuses on the learner’s perspective when evaluating the influence of communication modalities. While this approach was essential for controlling the experiment, it is crucial in future research to explore how these combinations of modalities affect instructors and how technology can facilitate their ability to convey their skills effectively [41, 55]. This investigation will enable us to design more efficient user interfaces to facilitate the transfer of technical skills from an instructor to a learner in immersive shared environments.
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